STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

My family have always pushed me to the limits and made me get out of my
comfort zone leading to where I am at present and making me confident and
brave enough to face and mitigate any challenge in this competitive
environment. I finished my secondary education from Gujarat Secondary and
Higher Secondary Education board in 2010 and Higher Secondary Education
from the same board in 2012. Considering my interest, inclination towards
medical field and being an inquisitive personality, I opted for Bachelor of
Physiotherapy from Sardar Patel University and completed in 2017. Right
now I am pursuing MSc Healthcare Leadership from BPP University, UK. It is
here that I gained both theoretical and practical knowledge that indeed
catered my inquisitive attitude. I have always been active in extracurricular
activities such as taking part in inter/intra college festivals and sports events.
Also to upgrade my knowledge and skills in physiotherapy; I have attended
various workshops.
In this time of innovative insurgencies, UK has been at the cutting edge of
spearheading work in the advancement of innovation with the business and I
plan to get advantage from this extraordinary undertaking. India’s colleges
give courses which concentrate on just a single instructive field and focus just
single real subject and also its training framework emphasis on conventional
hypothetical perspectives rather than updated procedures. Additionally UK is
known for its high ability of instruction, social differing qualities and cordial
locals. Aside from this, the way of life and nature of living in UK is among the
best on the planet. Considering many reasons I made my brain to examine in
UK which is the place that is known for chances to investigate my insight and
region at worldwide level.
Deciding to choose a university in UK, I had no doubts about Coventry
University as my higher education destination. Coventry University is one of
youngest university, educating about many students with campuses and

educational centres spread across various cities. Coventry University prepares
students to compete in this increasingly digital world through online and
mobile technologies along with classroom teaching. The huge campus
facilitates various services like accommodation, library, book store,
transportation, parking and counseling centre. Coventry University emphasis
on extra-curricular activities and research leads to holistic growth and
learning of the students. I believe graduating from Coventry University will
definitely add value to my existing set of knowledge and make me ready for
my career.
Global Business MBA with a year in Industry is the program that I have selected
ahead for my second masters. I have referred modules which are strategic
management, marketing in a global age, project management, managing
international trade, Global HRM strategy. I am intending to do the course which
will lead me to an international level and will raise chances of employment and I
will gain a high paid job. It will enhance my skills and practical knowledge with
international exposure and build up my future plan.
This course will very useful and will also help me to set my career back in my
home country. After that, I will return back to my home country and use my
knowledge, training, experience that I have learned to bring at least a small
change and serve my country. I have done my graduation in physiotherapy
therefore I’ll also be having to open up my own little clinic.

Sincerely,

